
EXCELLENT DRINKS SINCE 1955

IMPERDIBILE is the Italian word for UNMISSABLE, no better brand and way could be 

used for our premium Italian beverages with excellent ingredients for  great and 

unique taste… you can’t really miss it !
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Gazzosa

Simple and convincing
with intense citrus

fragrance thanks to the
best Sicilian’s fresh lemon 

peels infusion.

Limonata 16% Juice

Drink with a de�nite and sour 
taste characteristic of the 

fruit, with juice and pulps of 
the best Sicilian lemons 

which release the typical rich 
and Mediterranean taste.

Ginger Beer

From the selection of the
most scented Central African 

ginger roots is born our 
“unmissable” Ginger Beer, with 
pleasant citrus and intensely 
spicy notes, perfect for the 

preparation of your best 
cocktails.

Ginger Ale 

Soft drink of rare spicy elegance, 
with harmoniously pungent notes 

arising from a variety of Central  
African ginger roots, carefully

selected to make this distinctive 
ginger taste drink precious, ideal 

to enjoy simply fresh or perfect for 
the preparation of your best

cocktails.

Chinotto

Authentic Italian dark amber
drink with infusion of excellent 

Ligurian chinotto of Savona 
Slow Food Presidium. Round 
taste, soft, nicely bitter with 

persistent citrus notes.

Dry Bitter Tonic 

Exquisite thirst-quenching
drink with amiable bitter

notes which releases
pleasant and fresh citrusy

sensations of incomparable
taste, made using natural
extract of South American

cinchona bark.

Superior Italian Tonic 

The best Sicilian citrus infusion 
combined with the precious 

extract of cinchona bark, 
explode into exciting citrusy 
and slightly bittering �avors, 

giving to this fresh and 
thirst-quenching drink unique

and surprising notes.

Wild Botanical Tonic
 

From luxuriant Mediterranean
bush precious myrtle berries and 
scented wild Lucan laurel grow, 

whose natural infusions give this 
drink unique and distinctive 

aromatic notes that evoke the 
caressing breath of sea breeze.

Cedrata

Historic drink of Italian tradition 
with natural infusion of excellent 

Calabrian citrons peels mildly 
sweet and with amiable 

acidulous note, pleasantly 
thirst-quenching and refreshing.

Soda Water
 

“UNMISSABLE” strong and
important perlage that increases 

the pleasantness to the palate 
makes SODA WATER the ideal 

�nish complement to enhance the 
preparation of your best cocktails.
Also perfect to be served iced with

a slice of lemon.

Spritz Tonic (New!)

SPRITZ, the “Unmissable” protagonist of your non-alcoholic 
aperitif, enjoy it with ice and a slice of orange!and 

surprising notes.

Pinksoda (New!)

Unmissable PINK SODA taste its fascinating citrus and 
sweet notes, slightly sour and bitter.

Bergamotto Fancy Tonic 

The precious bergamot juice, 
always considered

the green gold of Calabria, 
enhances this tonic

water with pleasantly citrus and 
bittering notes.

Ideal to taste in purity or to 
enrich your cocktails.

Oakwood Tonic 

The curious union between the 
oak wood extract and

the South American cinchona 
bark extract, gives to

this unique and unmistakable 
drink a pleasant

smoky scent and bitter notes. 
Ideal nish

complement to enhance your 
best cocktails.


